At the Berlin Electron Beam Ion Trap facility we investigated the radiation of highly charged xenon ions in the extreme ultraviolet wavelength range using a 2 m grazing incidence spectrometer. For Rb-like Xe 17+ to Cu-like Xe 25+ ions 37 individual lines have been registered in the range between 90 and 240Å and identified by performing atomic structure calculations with the HULLAC code. The 4s-4p resonance lines of Cu-like and Zn-like Xe ions are found to be in good agreement with measurements at tokamaks and MCDF calculations. The experimental wavelengths for ions involving a larger number of electrons in the n = 4 shell deviate slightly from the predicted values. Several lines observed with the BerlinEBIT had been previously seen but not identified at the tokamak and can now be classified.
Introduction
Xenon is envisaged as a coolant gas to be injected into the edge plasma of future large tokamaks, such as the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER), reducing the heat load on the plasma-facing components by radiative cooling [1] . Further, xenon admixtures in fusion plasmas serve as diagnostics for a variety of plasma properties including electron temperature and density, as well as ion temperature and impurity transport. Xe ions produced under hightemperature plasma conditions emit strongly in the extreme ultraviolet spectral range. In order to predict the effect of xenon injection on the performance of fusion plasmas and explore its diagnostic applications, accurate spectroscopic data are needed, which is so far only very sparsely available from experiment or theory. Furthermore, recent interest in applying the EUV radiation of xenon ions to lithography has led to the construction of light sources based on laserproduced plasmas or gas discharges [2] . In the effort to optimize for maximum radiation output detailed understanding of the origin of the radiation is necessary.
For Cu-like ions the spectrum is dominated by prominent lines originating from the excitation of a single valence electron outside a closed 3d 10 core. The 4s − 4p resonance transitions have been observed and calculated for many ions along the isoelectronic sequence and provide an important benchmark for precision and atomic structure theory [3] . In a plasma similar to that of a tokamak a range of charge states is present simultaneously, and for highly charged Xe ions several lines corresponding to 4s − 4p transitions are in the EUV spectral range. Previous investigations at TFR tokamak measured a plenitude of Xe lines, but due to the superposition of the emissions of many charge states only few transitions could be identified unambiguously [4] . Measurements at the W7-AS stellerator show a wealth of lines with similar problems to tag the ion charge state [5] . With an EBIT's capability to selectively produce a limited, narrow distribution of charge states confined for a long observation time we could measure the radiation of highly charged Kr-like Xe 18+ to Cu-like Xe 25+ ions, successively opening the 4p and 4s subshells in the wavelength range between 90 and 270Å . With the help of atomic structure calculations using the HUL-LAC suite of codes [6] and a collisional radiative model we could assign transitions producing the observed lines and clarify the identifications of the TFR and W7-AS measurements.
Experimental method
Highly charged xenon ions are produced, excited and confined for extended observation times in the Berlin Electron Beam Ion Trap (EBIT) [7] . A strongly compressed monoenergetic electron beam (typical beam current 10 mA resulting in n e ∼ 5 · 10 10 cm −3 ) serves (a) to create by successive impact ionization highly charged ions limited in charge state by the electron beam energy E beam , (b) to radially trap ions by the space charge potential and (c) to excite the ions. Axial trapping is provided by a 3-sectioned drift tube structure allowing for periodical emptying of the trap to prevent accumulation of high-Z background ions. Additional radial ion trapping is provided by the 3 Tesla axial magnetic field compressing the electron beam. The target species xenon is fed as neutral gas continuously into the trapping region where it is ionized by the electron beam.
The EUV radiation from the ions is analyzed with a high-resolution 2 m SchwobFraenkel grazing-incidence spectrometer specifically adapted to the EBIT geometry [8] . Photons emitted by the ions in the electron beam are focused with a 6-m-curvature grazing-incidence mirror on to the entrance slit (18µm) of the spectrometer, which in this experiment is equipped with a 600 /mm grating, mounted at an incidence angle of 2
• with a blaze angle of 3.5
• . Moving the detector assembly (a MgF 2 -coated microchannelplate stack followed by a phosphor screen image intensifier viewed with a thermoelectrically cooled charge-coupled device camera) with high precision along the 2 m Rowland circle, spectral information in the range 30 to 1000Å can be recorded. The wavelength calibration was performed using the Lyman series of HeII and wellknown lines in first and second order diffraction for C-to Li-like Neon [9] . CCD images are recorded by successively decreasing the electron beam energy in small increments of about 60 eV in order to follow how the radiation of certain ions ceases as soon as the ionization threshold for the production of that stage is reached. The electron beam energy E beam is determined by the acceleration potential at the drift tube assembly, taking corrections for the space charge of the electron beam and the ion inventory into account. The uncertainty in E beam is ±20 eV originating mainly from the estimate of the number of trapped ions. E beam has a spread of about 30 eV FWHM. Figure 1 . CCD images of spectral lines from highly charged Xe ions measured in second order diffraction. The labels mark the energy of the ionizing electron beam in eV and the highest allowed charge state of xenon corresponding to the given electron beam energy. . For the determination of accurate line positions a horizontal, central 100 pixel wide strip was binned perpendicular to the direction of dispersion in order to circumvent the slight curvature of the slit image on the CCD blurring the wavelength information. Peaks in the binned spectra were fitted with Gaussian functions and the results are summarized in Table 1 and 2. The instrumental width is 0.23Å FWHM and the total uncertainty amounts to 58 mÅ resulting from statistical error and uncertainty in the wavelength calibration.
Comparison with calculations and previous measurements
To support the identification of the observed lines, wavelengths and intensities are calculated using the HULLAC computer package combined with a collisional-radiative model. For the Cuand Zn-like Xe ions a good agreement between our EBIT measurements, predictions by HUL-LAC and previous studies at the TFR [4] , PLT [3, 10] and TEXT [11] tokamaks is found (Tab. 1). For lower charged Xe ions successively filling the 4p subshell (Tab. 2) an increasing discrepancy between observed wavelengths and predicted values is noted. The values calculated with HUL-LAC are systematically too low, as well known, see Ref. [12] . Strong 4s-4p transitions dominate the line spectra of Xe but 4p-4d and 4d-4f transitions are also observed. Detailed calculations require an inclusion of many mixed configurations with electrons in all the subshells of n = 4 and n = 5. Most of the lines tabulated by Breton et al. [4] as originating from highly charged Xenon but not labelled with the emitting ion or the transition have now been identified with the EBIT technique and many could be classified with the corresponding transition. 
